
Whale
Blubber

Grades: K-5

Subject: Nutrient density
     Habitats
     Anatomy
               Energy systems
     Kinetic energy
     Heat

Materials: Bowl of ice water
        Shortening (Crisco)
        Paper towels
NGSS: 
3-LS3-2: Heredity: Inheritance and Variation 
of Traits

Background
The blue whale has the longest known migration of any mammal. They spend 
summers in the waters near Alaska, eating 900–24,000 lbs. of krill each day. 
When they begin their journey to Mexico in the fall, the mothers weigh 30 
tons, are coated in a 5–10 inch layer of blubber, and will not eat. These 
mothers will swim 24 hours a day, travel 10,000 miles, gestate a 2,000 
pound baby, and produce 6 tons of breastmilk—all with NO food! Even if they 
wanted to eat, there wouldn’t be any food available, because the krill they feed 
on are only found in Alaska. 
For 270 days each year they live off 
of the energy stored in their blubber, 
or a whale’s fat. Fat is a concentrated 
food source for these whales. 
This fat layer not only provides nourishment for the whale, but also helps keep 
them warm during the long journey. This activity uses solid fat to show the 
insulation properties of whale blubber.

1. Have each student apply a thick coat of Crisco around one pointer finger, 
leaving the other pointer finger clean. 

2. Have students dip both pointer fingers into ice water and keep them there 
for up to one minute. 

3. After removing their fingers from the water, ask the students how their 
fingers feel and if they feel different from one another. The Crisco finger 
represents the blubber on a whale. The Crisco keeps the participant’s finger 
warm, just like the blubber keeps the whale insulated. 

Activity
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Explore w hat it means 

to be all grow
n up! 

All newborn mammals—whether they have hooves,  

flippers, claws, or wings—rely on mother’s milk to help them grow.  

In order to survive, every cub, calf, and kit must eventually figure out how 

to find their own food. From bats learning how to fly to elephants gaining 

control of their trunks, animal families help their young develop the tools they 

need to hunt, forage, or scavenge. Open this book to explore the incredible 

variety of skills baby mammals must learn in order to survive and thrive. 

“There is something fascinating about youngsters of all our 

mammal relatives. Whether you read this to your child, or they 

read it themselves, it will provide nicely illustrated, scientifically 

accurate, but easily absorbed stories about familiar animals.”

—Don E. Wilson, Curator of Mammals Emeritus,                                               

National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution

“This beautifully illustrated book allows children to explore interesting 

facts about the nurturing behaviors and instincts of mammals. It gives 

children an appreciation for the importance of nurturing while promoting 

scientific inquiry, mathematical challenges, and engineering practices.”

—Alma Miller, STEM Education Consultant,

Presidential Awardee for Excellence in Science Teaching, 

and NSTA Coordinator for the District of Columbia
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Ages 7–10 • $12.95

Teacher's Guide available

ISBN 13: 978-1-938492-08-2

ISBN 10: 1-938492-08-0

This activity is exerpted from the Teacher’s Guide to:

This Is How I Grow
Hardback: 978-1-938492-10-5
Paperback: 978-1-938492-08-2

eBook: 978-1-938492-09-9
 

Así Crezco 
Paperback: 978-1-938492-27-3

eBook: 978-1-938492-28-0

Feedback Welcome.
Please send to Info@ScienceNaturally.com

Download the complete Teacher’s Guide 
and more free education resources at 
ScienceNaturally.com.

Discussion
1. What do you do to stay warm when it’s cold out? How is that different from 
a whale’s blubber?

2. How do other animals protect themselves from weather conditions, like 
extreme cold or extreme heat?

3. What do you think would happen to the whales if they didn’t have blubber 
to keep them warm?


